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• Fine-grained information feeds up to affect
higher levels of representation

Referent

McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin (2002)

Lexical

she

/ʃ/

Phoneme

• Maintained over long periods of time:
influences processing at a delayed point of
disambiguation (up to 8 seconds later)

he

McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin (2009); Brown-Schmidt & Toscano (2017);
Zellou & Dahan (2019); Falandays, Brown-Schmidt & Toscano (2020)

/h/

Questions:
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1.
2.

/h/

/ʃ/

At what level of representation does
maintenance occur?
How does maintenance depend on
information established by the task?
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Ambiguous Period of 3, 15, 25, or 35
syllables (approx. 1.5-8 sec)
Ambiguous
Acoustic
Signal

Visual Information

Disambiguation

Disambiguating Info

No Disambiguating Info

in a green
worrying about the mess to clean
up, and is in a green
“S/he’s

worrying about the mess there
will be to clean up when it's
finally finished, and is in a green
worrying about how difficult it
could be to clean up the big mess
off the carpet when it is finally
finished, and is in a green

Referent
triangle.”

N=17

N=19

or

square.”
Lexical

She

He
N=19

She

He
N=20
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Offline Responses
Main effect of pronoun step
(b = 1.948, SE = 0.112,
z = 17.401, p < 0.001);

Interaction between step
and disambiguating
information
(b = -0.618, SE = 0. 208,
z = 2.970, p < 0.05)

Online Responses

Step

Time
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X-Coordinate

Commitment

Main effect of
disambiguation
(b = -0.034, SE =
0.006, χ2= 30.98,
p < 0.001)

Interaction between
disambiguation and
referent
(b = -0.022, SE = 0.011,
χ2 = 4.249, p = 0.039
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Discussion

• Mouse-tracking provides a continuous measure of commitment over time.
• Maintenance of acoustic information affected by the task

• When participants commit early the presence of a referent had no effect.
• When participants wait for disambiguating information, referents further reduce commitment.
• This suggests that referent representations help maintain ambiguity over long periods time
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